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Group Dynamics. in the Philippines:
Explorations in the Literature

MA. CONCEPCION P.ALFILER*

There is a growing use of group dynamics to effect social change. in the
. Philippines, but empirical studies reveal that its utilization has been largely in

fluenced by Western methodology. There is therefore a need to determine in
digenous elemen ts in the prevailing Filipino culture so that people's needs
could be better identified and programs implemented which are responsive to
these needs. . .

Objectives of the Study

This paper expects torriake a modest contribution towards the assess
ment ofthe literature of group dynamics in the Philippines. It seeks to: (1)
identify papers, books or handbooks, masteral theses and research reports on
group dynamics in the Philippines; (2) look into the theoretical framework,
research methodology and their major findings, and (3) determine the extent
to which this body of work considers indigenous Filipino concepts and
what they suggest about the prospects for the development of an indigenous
theory on Filipino groups.

This study consists of five parts. The first presents an overview of the
theoretical and practical concerns of group dynamics as a field of .study. The
second describes how the materials reviewed were located, selected and cate-

. gorized.An account of how three institutions (academic, government and a
non-governmental organization)· developed "change;" programs' for indivi
duals and communitiesusing small groups is presented in the third portion.
The fourth part describes and analyzes selected Philippine materials 'on group
dynamics, examining their theoretical foundations, .common. themes,
methods of research and major findings. The last and final component of this
paper attempts to assess the extent to which the materials reviewed have
consciously considered the influence of indigenous Filipino concepts on the
social processes that characterize interaction within Filipino groups.

*Associate Professor.X'ollege of Public Administration, Univ~rsityof the Philippines.
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Group Dynamics: Theoretical and Practical Perspectives

As a social science field, particularly of social psychology, group dyna
mics dwells largely on the "formation and change in the situation and func
tions of the psychological grouping of people into self-directing wholes." It
recognizes that changes in groups do not occur automatically but are there
sult of the efforts ofits members to resolve common problems and satisfy
common needs. I It seeks to arrive at acomprehensive and systematic under
standing of the nature of group functioning towards establishing valid
generalizations about the determinants of various properties. This refers to a
great variety of groups that can be shown to hold in different social set- '
tings.? , '

Cartwright defined the substantive concerns of group dynamics:

Group dynamics refers to the forces operating in groups. The investigation of
group dynamics then consists of a study of these forces: what gives rise to
them, what conditions modify them, what consequences they have. 3

The technology of group dynamics consists of the utilization of know
ledge of these forces for the achievement of some purposes. It is conceived as .
a technique for fostering conciliation between individuals and between
groups. More recently, group dynamics has beeri equated with a set of tech
niques such as role playing, observation and feedback of group processes and
group decisions, buzz groups, post meeting reaction sheets and other forms
of planned intervention aimed at bringing about change in people. This also
covers .structured experiences which focus on individual behavior, learning
and practicing constructive feedback, awareness of and being cued to group
process, and integrating individual experiences into meaningful learning."

Underlying the theory and techniques of group dynamics is the funda- •
mental socio-psychological premise that an individual's behavior, attitudes,
beliefs and values are rooted in the groups to which one belongs. His group
membership determines how much self-respect and self-confidence he has,
what he aspires for, what he believes in, his values and prejudices, as well as
his aggressiveness and cooperativeness as a person. 5

Groups have great potentials for influencing individual members; group
pressure can facilitate or obstruct any effort to change behavior. For this rea
son, groups can serve either as a medium of change, a target of change or an
agent of change. Groups become a medium of change when modifications in
individual behavior of their members are broughtabout through constructive
use of group pressure. On the other hand, they become targets of change
when the standards, structures and processes of the groups itself are altered
to achieve change among its individual members. Finally, groups serve as
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agents of change when a different behavior pattern is effected through the
organized efforts of groups such a labor unions or employees' associations. 6

While to some scholars the' production of knowledge on groups and
group processes can very well be. an end initself, group dynamics is more
popularly regarded as ameans towards the achievement of certain ends. This
instrumental nature of group dynamics imposes an additional burden on
writers. Their works must define where they stand on this means-ends nexus.
For this reason, writers state explicitly whether they utilize the technique
to: develop individual members of the group, increase the capabilities of the
group' itself, and introduce changes in individual and group behavior so that
both may become stronger links in purposive collective undertakings for
organizational, community and national interest.

The goal to be accomplished determines the nature of groups formed .
In terms of functions, groups may be Classified as problem-solving, educa
tional or experiential. Since we have earlier decided to exclude educational
groups, we shall briefly describe problem-solving and experiential groups as
references to' these types of groups will be made later in this paper.

Problem-solving groups are convened to arrive at a decision as to what
appropriate action may be taken to resolve a difficult dilemma. Group pro
blem solving goes through at least four stages: knowing the problem, diag
nosing it, making the decision and carrying out the decision."

Experiential groups are organized by its members who hope to benefit
from the group experience itself. They come in many forms and names.
They may be referred to as T-groups, sensitivity training groups, therapy
groups, encounter groups, and personal growth groups." Experiential groups
may be formed to enable members to obtain feedback on the effect of their
behavior on others and vice versa, to enable individuals to develop something
in themselves, and to provide opportunity for greater emotional expression."

By tradition, the study and practice of group dynamics has been con
sidered as a field of social psychology. However, social scientists recognize
that it is an interdisciplinary concern since the study of social groups is a pre
requisite to the study of social systems, of culture and of personality. Its
strategic significance in the development of social science is that it relates all
three of these types of structure to a common base, the social processes from
which they arise and through which they change. 10 Observations on per
sonal interactions in groups then constitute a basis for a better understanding
of how social concepts such as role, status, motivation, trait, and culture'
pattern manifest themselves concretely in social interactions. Moreover,
these social interactions indicate the basic organization of activities which
are the building blocks of an individual's personality and a society's total cui
turs." '
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Most Third World .countries must'contend withtheen~rmouschallenge
of stimulating and directing~ide-rangingchanges invarious sectors oftheir
society, i.e., government, industry, educationvcommunity-building and' "
political structures. .T'o a certain extent, group dynamics offers .itself as an '
essential tool through' which a deeper understanding of these countries'
social processes, historical past and cultural" practices as reflected, in the,
people's interaction in groups can be utilized to effectchange,

Scholarly Works and Materials , '

.How 'was the search for the materials to bereviewed conducted? Elert~ .
Samonte's ,masteral thesis, entitled "AnAnalysis of Group Dynamicaas.a ",
Training' Methodology' in' a Development Project in the Philippines" served as '
a useful starting .point, Using its literature review and bibliography as initial
sources, a more .systematic investigation was undertaken 'by consulting two"

',bibliographicsources:y, Enriquez' Sikolohiyang Pilipino: Batayan..s~ Kasay
sayan,' Petspektibo,MgaKonsepto' atBibliograpiya ;'; and the U.P. Main LIb- ,
rary's Index to Phiiippine 'Periodicals for the .ten-year-period.covering 1972" "
1982. ' " " , ,'," , ' ' " "

.', ,

The-first.categorization dilemma was to decide howtolimit the' 'search
to specific uses of group dynamics. The initial survey of available materials "
indicated that local literature on group dynamicsdiscusseditsuses in educa-'
tion, therapeutic worksvtraining programs .for organization, purposes and'
what Bulatao referred to as "self-discovery sessions.;; Given-our. time cons
traintand our professional interest,' we decided to 'limit the review' to .local
materialswhich focus ontheuseof.group dynamics for, organizational train
ingas well asthose which describe self-discovery sessions. Another criterion
used was that materials must be written by Filipinoa~th6r!> and/or describe
Philippine.experiences, ' ' , " ' '

This paper reviews-a t~talof~7 materialscomprising four types: pub,..
.Ilshed books/monographs or handbooks; articles in professional journals; un- '
, publishedrnasteral theses, and unpublished .research reportsandconference.

papers. Table 1 below presents the distribution of these materials ~y cate-:
gories.,

,TableI ~ Materials Reviewed by Nature of Publication

"" Nature of Publication '

Published Books/Monographs 6'
Journal Ai-tides '7

,Ma~ter~ITheses" ,', ,'" , 12
, Unpublished Research Reports/Papers 2

.'.' .', . '... ". ':.. '--'
Total 27>

22
,26
: 44·,

7

99
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" ' The sources at the end ~f this, paper: give a complete list'oi these'
materials, Som~ materials could fall under two of these categories, i.e.;: a '

, thesis whichwaslater. published-in aprof~ssi6naFjQum~l., ' ,. , '

,Table i show~ thE; ~ea:ger'materiais ~ngr~~pdynamics. 'ThefiIst and
the second .categories constitute the published works on the-subject, ,The last
two categoriesare' unpublishedmaterials. R will be noted that more than
halfoffhe total-collection (51%) consists of unpublished works with mas
teraltheses comprising its bulk. Ofthe twelve "theses listed, four were' pre- "
sented to the .University of.the Philippines for-masteraldegrees 'In social
,work and in.psychology. The remainingeight were thosepresented'forrnas
,teral degrees in psychology or in education atttleAteneode:l\'1anilaUniver- , ,

" .. .sity. '
. ",'.

,,Gr~~p Dynamics f6~Soc~1 Changer
-'. .Approaches of ThreeInstitutions:

, " .. , ".'....' .. .:, ....

.Group.dynamics emerges as a, power'f~t t~~l for :irlitiatirig' ~~~" s\lst~in
.ing behavioral changes .among individuals, and groups.,'Three organizational'
experienceswillbe discussed td':show how,t~e ph~ciples,bf~oup'dynamics'

: became 'the.centerpiece ofp'rogramsuntl.ertaken;bY,auniversitY~basedgroup,
, a government office and a ,hon~governmen'taUIistitution.'Th~se'experi(mce's
" 'attesttQ' these, 'institutions' 'attempts 'to create'gre~tercapacity for social

, ' 'ti'ansfO'r~ation" am~mgF,ilipi~dinstitutions", com'munides' and "citizens'
, 'ihroughtlieir;'knowledg'~6fgroup processes.v". '" :"'>:',

, ,... .'" _ ... ' .. ' ,., ... . ,,:

, '
;: . ' . ~" .... ~ . ,

Ateneo de,¥anila University';, " ,>' '," "', " ,; :

.,' ' ." 'Th~' rri~teriil1s ~o~ere(i·:ih:~h.iS' ~Vie~ 'P~i~t 't~:th::'~e~ i~n~tituHb,na~ r~te,
,:' played;by, Aten,eo"de.M~ri~la'UriivetsiW' in geherating local 'm~teriaJS:6n,grou p'

',' ,dYnaritics~:Two':naines:figuie'prQmineritly':iri'this, list, for their pioneering ,
, , W.9rks::;,Jaiine Bulatao and :E~geneMorari;-:both'rriemberso.{ the' S'9ciety of' " ,
"Je~\ls."After his,"dodoral .studiesat i<'6rdham,Uni\ierslty.;B~llitaointi'oduced' .
',the 'use :of.sensitivity: 'training, at -the'Ateneo de M~niia:BuiataoandMoran

dldtlot()!1tv writeon their.ownexperiences in conducting.more than 50 self
disebverySeminars",they. also :ploneered in the, introduction of sensitivity'
.training in .schools, industry andin other.organizations. Their book The Self,
and the Gr6upstands out as a primarysource on the theory arid techniques
ofexperiential group processes in thecountry.i' , "

C'oncerned'w'ith sharing and .transmitting their experiences arid skills in
, handling experiential groups to other professionals.iBulatao lind Moran, to- ,
,gether wit'h the advocates.ofthe 'emerging methodology ofgroup dynamics, '
, set the machinery for.the establishmentof the Philippine Institute for Applied,
Behavioral Scien~e'(PIABS)~ This' institute was formally organized in 1968'

,'with, the, financial support of 8" riumberof private companies. 12 The PIABS "
" '.' . ""
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became an organizationai.· base. for trained professionals who' could serve as
facilitators orcounsellors to assist. schools, government and private agencies
in the conduct of their sensitivity or experientialsessions; Members of this
group spread theirjnfluence to other parts of the country. InDavao,the

'.Mindanao Institute of Applied Behavioral Science was organized. In the
Visayas.. the Visayas Institute for Social Action was likewise established by

. students of Bulatao and Licuartan. I 3 .Meanwhile, the increase in the nu~ber·
'of masteral theses OIl the subject at the Ateneoattests to the growing num- '
ber of students who: decided to write on thistopic.The PIABS,~n the other
hand, became -known for its facilitator's competence and skill in handling
group processes.

.Presidential.Assistanton Community Development

. . The introduction' of group dynamics inthe pUblicsect~r carrie' even
. much earlier. As early as 1956, Samonte traced this to a Bonard Wilson, an
,American sociologist commissioned by the iJSAID, for the training of train
.ors field workers under the newly~organizedPresidentiaLAssistanton Com

.: munity Development (PACD). .Abueva's study on the birth ofthePACD
documented how scholars and experts ori .community development recog
nized the value ,of working' through organized groups, They stressed the.in- .
herent Jink between 'community cooperation and group consciousness, .i.e.,

, . the feeling amongagroupofpeople that they. are facing commonproblems
which cannotbe solved individually. I 4 . ., '. . .'
. . .' ,.'

: The.philosophy behind the PACD' as an institution whichenvisions the ....
group' as the. unit for social change is aptly capturedbyBonifacio when he'

'said: . ". , '.

','
The b~sic r~!atio~sofsmall .group to social cha~geisthat an introdu~tion of' .

.' any socia! change a!waysinvo!vesa group.of people.trainedbyany kind 'of oro,
ganization whose' primaryobjectiveIs to.promote the betterment "i>f socie
ty: .... thegroup manipulat~dfor.thepurpose is not alarge group but usually..
is' the most effective force in effecting achange.resulting in the achievement

. of .a social goal, Since this-particular smallgroup canbeeasily maneuvered in- .. '
'.' .to . being sociallycent~red'in its objectives, then it .seems evident that the
. ; small group method is the means ofattainingsocial change..' 5 . •..... ,'.:,.'

.. " ,.'. Linkingthisllne'otreas~mingto'thevalue ofthe gr()upasaninnovato~,
Bonifacio cited. three groups .which were to actas the.changeagents inthe::
PACD program: thegovernmentgroup.of PACDpn;>.fessionals trained to act '
as, a, unified team; the barrio council, the bari'ioorgal1izationIor voluntary
efforts to solve the problems ofcommon concern to. the barrio; and-the
puroh which is aneighborhood organization of 1O"14fl,iDliliesheld together' '

, by bonds of neighborlinessand under the advisorship of a teacher' or a com- .:
,munityleader, 1 6 . . . ' . .
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, The PACD's demise and the unsuccessful outcome of its projects indi
cate that forsome reasons, it did not succeed as its initiators had.expected.
Nevertheless, this, institution evolved essentially from the 'central idea that
.changes in communities will have to originate from smaller groups.

Philippine Business for S~cial Prowess (PBSP)

, .,
The Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP) is a non-stock, 'non-

profit foundation composed of businessmen and companies which contri
bute funds for 'self-help community projects. Its experiences in community
building represent the use of group methods in another realm of endeavor:

,as a means to increase the capacity of low-income communities to avail, of
, technical and financial assistance from a variety of sources. The PBSP's

approach aims at developing "a) indigenous organized groups and commu
nities trained in and equipped with knowledge, skills and attitudes to 'or
ganize, manage and sustain viable structures for problem-solving; decision- ,
making and provision of basic services, and b) trained leaders with capabi
lities for management and leadership responsibility on a self-reliant and sus-
tainedbasis. ,,1 7 ' '

To reiuiz~ its goals, PBSP;s' group/community building projects have
three interrelated objectives of creating viable structures (groups/organiza
tions/federations/municipal councils) for problem-solving, decision-making

, arid provision of basicservices: providing training where knowledge, skills
and new attitudes are acquired by beneficiary groups to enable them to carry
out leadership and management tasks for self-reliance on a sustained basis;
and undertaking socio-economic projects which will have tangible effects on
the improved quality of .life of.beneficiaries.!" An assessment of PBSP's
experiences reveals the factors which explain project success or failure. This
study stresses the need for-community-building schemes to continue to Cleve- ,
lop core groups as a vehicle for. participation in a wider community. 1 9 This "
recommendation is consistent with the PBSP view that in group/community
building the task is to help people develop structures (or groups with diffe-
rent roles) and relationships so that the improvement in the quality of life
that the people desire can be attained. ' , '

What is the significance of these programs and institutional experiences. . . .

for the study and practice of group dynamics in the Philippines? The re- ,
servoir of knowledge on any social science, concept is only as good as the
efforts to validate these concepts in the real world. This is especially so fora
coricern like group dynamics where a universally tested theory has yet to be
established. With more opportunities to apply' the concept and related tech-

, niques to actualsocial events; there is a correspondingly greater chance to
examine .conditions and situations under which these concepts and tech- '
niques may apply. Moreover," faithful documentation of these experiences
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adds to the literature and therefore providesmcire basis for' systematic and
· accurate description which' can lead .to more valid interferences about the
natureofgroup processes; . ,

· ;he three institutional experiences describe non-parallel eventSocc~r.;
.ring in various phases of the history of group dynamics in .the Philippines.
They indicate that the emergence anduse of its. principles and techniques

· .evolve as a response to varying stimuli, i.e., the availability of a specialistad-.
vocate on the subject, a national. problem needing a solution and, ina latter

· stage, the design of a more. effective means of organizing developmental. pro-.
· jects. It will be noted from hindsightthat the awareness and utilization of

" group dynamics in the academe ahd in the publicsector came about inde
pendently. of each other. These two institutional bases for the practice of
group dynamics had distinct and separate beginnings-with their own sepa- .'
rate, goals. The ,PACD and other. similarlyconceived programs in. the' past •
should provide significant lessons for current government administrators.

·The academic, community, with its proficiency in theory and techniques.be-
· carne-a base for developing and sharpening professional skills of group dyna

mics .practitioners. This later stream of'users and trainors in group dynamics '
found.more Clients in industriescprivate organizations and other government'
training •lnstitutions; More 'recently, community. organization, lisa methodo-

'!<jgyforempowering the people by making them more aware of their collect
iveistrength when they function as groups, proceeds from another set of

.' assumptions even as it employs basically the same techniques. "

Loc~ Literature; Theory, Methods and Findings

, '. 'T~e'revi~w' of the materials starts with their categOrizationi~to,two:
"theory"p~pers<and. empirical works. This'· categorization shbilld not. be .
taken.to mean that those iIi the.ilattercategory ure without theoretical "

·:lmport. 'Rather; it sorts out the m~terials in terms of whether they offer
"moretheoretical insightsorempirical tests .oftheories utilizing primary data.

, . 'This'categorization happens to coincide with the four components in Table. 1·..
'where the-materials are classified by publication status. All but one of the six

..•.. , 'published materials are essentially theory pieces. On the other hand, most of.
·th~journalarticles,. masteral theses and unpublished research reports are .
basically empirical' researches on Filipino groups, theircharacteristics.vpro-". .

·ceases and effects on individual members. . '. '.

Theoretical.Papers .

Bulatao and Moran's pamphlet is distinct-inthat, it is 'the onlywork -.
which is explicitly concerned 'with the "theory and techniques of self-disco
very groups."? 0' An accompanying piece is' Bulatao's .earlier work on . the
technique ofgroup discussion which was publishedin 1965 and has had four .'
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reprints.? 1 Among the first Filipino books on groups, these works continue
to be relevant to the needs of group dynamics scholars and practitioners as
they were produced primarily with the Filipino personality and his "small
group centeredness't.in mind.

. Bulatao and Moran's position on the subject and purpose of group
dynamics is clear. They espouse the use of group techniques to free the Fili
pino psyche from a fixation which "inhibits it from real self-knowledge and
therefore stunts its capacity to evolve a distinct self and world image.
Repressed by centuries of colonial experiences and torn by the ambivalence
generated by a dualistic societyvEilipinos are' depicted as havingan inner
subconscious mind molded by their agricultural, autocratic and colonial set
ting in the barrio, and an outer consciousness shaped by industrial, demo
cratic and independent values in urban centers like Manila. This socio
psychological make-up inhibits the Filipino from truly knowing his real self.
Because of this psychological state, he feels inadequate, unable to assert him
self and lacks the self-confidence to claim his rights vis-a-vis existing author-
ity structures. . . .

The philosophy behind the use of group discussion as a mechanism
through which the Filipino may liberate his true self is stated:

Since society at large is so suppressive of the true self, it is possible to set up a
miniature society. a smal1 group that will temporarily take society'S place but
which is more benign, tolerant of differences and accepting of the individual's
uniqueness, that he is different from everybody and he has the right to
expose this uniqueness. Under such encouragement, the person dares to be his
true self. He can speak out his own deep thoughts and feelings without cen
sure, without fear of being judged..

The result of this new, experience is creativity whichis the spontaneous
upsurge of new, open attitudes towardsthe world, attitudes which neverthe
less are freed to be realistic because of consensual validation' with those of
creative others. Thus, the group' with its freedom of thought, freedom of

.speech, its permissiveness, its sincere pursuit of truth, its support of the indi-
vidual, brings that individual to a new growth as a human being. 2 2

Through self-discovery seminars and the adaptation of the T-group to
local Philippine conditions, people interact with each other and in the pro
cess "experience themselves deeply, how they affect others and are affected
by others. They then 'reflect on their spontaneous reactions and behavior and
come to an' awareness of that secret 'self'.,,2 3 With increasing self-awareness,
Filipinos transform their self image from that of a "dependent, helpless
figure, whose main mechanism in the face of adversity is to endure and take
refuge within his family group," to that of self-control and power which
gives him a feeling of confidence and emboldens him to assume social
responsibility for. his actions and convictions.v" and makes him a potential
agent of social change. '
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Bulataoand Moran did notconfine their views of the effects of groups ..
solely to the individual, i.e., his r~lease from 'sociallyimposed inhibitions.. '

..... They. also related this to the process of achieving national goals; Siilcesel( .
..discovery . brings. about greater self-knowledge, .. self-understanding and. self-

.' possession, it leads to an independence of mind and action. .' . .

.' ·...They p~ediC~d that' this refmm~dindiVidualeharacter;ridofPSYCh~-'"
'" logical shackles and possessing a self and world viewthat exudes confidence,

will set the stage for 'the Filipinos'greater participation riot only in group
". efforts but in community projects and matters of nationalconcernsas well. .

" ..... The ultimate .' national vision a~d' the rationale for the use of group .
methods' to bring 'about furidamenklchange in. th~ Eilipinospeychological .'

,mak.e"upis presented-by Bulatao: .

. The future s~ciaJ progress of.the Philippines' is said to lie. in tli.efo~inationor·
. civic groups which will mediate between the peasantry of the masses and the
authoritiuian power oftheoldcaciques and politicos. The secret of group for-. ..

. . mati~n lies .inorganizationcthe abilityof people to work together. Butto
work together, we.. Filipinos have to learn to trust each other and to. trust' ..

. each other we have .to learn to communicate with each other not from our'. ..' .' .... ." . '..• ' '. 25
surface selves but from deep down .our true selves. .. '.

..
" .

•

. ; '.:.: . . , 'I'heworks-of Andres, DeGuia.and Oamarconstitute another category
. . "'arnongthetheoretical studies.F" :Froman organizationalcontextethey see .' .

•. ; ·.gJ;oupdynamics\ as part ofa' formal intervention intended: tobring'about
. )what .; Schein ..arid Bennis aptly .'calls;. "personal and-organizational change"··
." . thr()ug4groupmethods. ,,2.7. ·,Adopting. a pro-organizationperspective.vthe .

'·.theorybehind theuse-ofsensitivity training as a means Of .increasirigor-.'
.:gari~zationaieff~ctiveheSsisilrticulatedby Oamar thus: .,' . . ,
.. " ..., ."" ..... '." .'.' .'. -'. .-' .' . . . "'. . .

:.,.'
. ', "

: .. .

':0 ; ..':

••.... ~'-:' ",
-;- ......

'. "

, .~ ;' .
;: '

. .... :'..

' ~. '. ••.•. The~. theory behind. such' methods (T::gr'oup'leilrning) is based oil- th~ concept . ,'.
" ·~f.:learning 'which-believes that individuals ,cal1best learn interpersonatand

group skillsthrough actual-experiences when that experience is analyzed for
. - ,.the~: benefitvof 'the: l~a~~er.:<Ess.ent,ia.IlY;: laboratory '.or sensitivity .. training ..at;..:~

.temptsto indlicechangeswith .regard toithe learning .process itself and .to
communicate a particular inethodof learning and inquiry. It has to do 'with

.' ··learning·Qow toIeam}8 ." . . ' ',. '..
."": ':.' :.:' .. "

. . ..,Oarriar,ljnks.thls~~thod' t~ incr~asing otgao'iiatiOrialor executive.ef-:
····::':,·fecti'y¢l1ess.·inthree:way~.:Eirst, ·sirl~e. organizati~ns are-composed:'ofpeople,' '...

;;,:i;.the·rJ{<;ireone'.understands the na~ur~·.9f.tlwhtfinai1-encounters·in -organiza- .'•
. .; "·.';.;Jioll8.,,£he bept~r'~qulppedhewilr be to :utiliz~;releas~and}:·oritrol·the·organi~· :.

'>::':<':':':"~::_ zati()ri..Secondly, ti:le·more.inariunqerstands·howhis"behavibr. consciously.or.: '., ..

,:,;JS<!;!~7:J'~~~~kiS~u~~;,;~~~ts~m~I;'O;~d:f:~;:~iJ;;;o~~i~:~i')~~t#;~~:,.,'." ,,
;: :.•:::: .-: ::lrltol(groU,p sett~ng w heni:they'tenqto:'createad<litiOfl~Uactors-and'forces, ..... . ,
·:::'-,;the.·:~ffectiy~)e~d~rs shou:lquiide~s.tan(l;th~se ~fordes·iiIld'hoWtheY.~rifluenc::e'.· '" "

.'" .'. • •• ", .", o' •
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.the workers." 9 Oamar's materials in his Laboratories in Human Relations
Training are basically those used by the National Training Laboratory (NTL)
in Bethel, Maine where he-was a former participant,

In describing how NTL participants, of the National Training Labora
tory had been oriented to the program, its brochure claims:

A major training goal ill increased interpersonalcompetence in the many-roles
each.participant plays -:- on the job, in the community, even in the family.
The objectives include both the individual satisfactions derived from full use
of one's capacities and the organizational strength achieved through good
working relations. The training activities of the laboratory combine to make
it possible to experiment with more effective ways of learning and new ways
of behaving.f 0 .. . . . '. . .

Writing separately, De Guia and Andres also view group dynamics with
in organizational settings.' They regard group dynamics as part of an organi
zational development (Ofr) intervention. Following ,Warren Bennis, De Guia
defines Of) as "a complex educational strategy intended to change beliefs,

. attitudes, values and structures of organizations so that they can adopt to
new technologies, markets and challenges. "3 1 To bring about the' desired
change, Olf :interventions tend to rely on group dynamics.. For his part,
Andres traced the development of Ol) to the use of Tvgroupsvalso called'
development groups in industrial settings such as Union Carbide and ESSO
refirieries in the U.S. Equating GD with the NTL, Andres' attributes the wide
spread. application in 1964 of Of) concepts to the emergence arid growth of
Ol) networks at the National Training Laboratory, 3 2 OD's educational stra
tegy focuses on people variables (values, attitudes, relations and organiza
tional climate). To bring about planned organizational change, Of) empha
sizes past behavior and relies em such methods as data feedback, sensitivity
training, confrontation meetings and other experience-based methods to
generate public shared data and experience, upon which planning and
action may proceed." 3 Clearly, Ol) formalizes for the organization the insti
tutionalization of the use of group methods to deal with .organizational
growth problems. This intervention appears to have agrowing following in
the Philippines, particularly in the private sector.

An analysis of the theory underlying the uses of group dynamics in aca
demic, organizational and community studies in the' Philippines reveals that·
the use of group' dynamics tends to' follow the Western concept popularized
by NTL. The immediate ends for which the technique is 'utilized differ
though. Bulatao and Moran see itas a way of liberating the Filipino's psyche
from its colonial mentality and therefore focus their goal on the strengthen
ingand development of a national character. On the other hand, there has
evolved another body of writing which elaborates more on the use of group'
dynamics as a means for reinvigorating and enhancing organizational growth.
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'.'. :.' ;Glven:'the:t~~ories'preseiltedabove,: what empirical researches on .'.
. ' . groups andgroupdynalnicsha~ebeen undertaken?' What researchmethode-

".. '-logies were used iri the'collectionofpriIparydata and what trends 'have'been
., . eshlblished about 'Filipln().gi:o~psandgii:>UPJ>rocesses?., ', . .

'::: , .
, ... ::..' .'. :.; :' : "

. .i

.... '

. .Tofacilitatediscussion, thisportHinis(li~idedinto three components."
'rhe' first discusses: thefindings bf studies on the characteristics .of problem- ..

.. : .. solving' groups- which affect members' interaction and'.productivity. The.' .'
:, .. 'secoridfocuse'sonresearches which evaluate group dynamicsasa training,'
..... methodology,rthelasfisasefofstudies on-the effect of experiential groups

•.•. oriihe:jndividuaJ'sself-concept, values.arid skills.' ..
: ';'...

. .. .... ·.·:Studies: on 'Prbblern-Sbll.JingGro~ps . .Thestudlesdassified under' this.
.' .category a:~e .those which focus on certain characteristics of individual mem-· .

. '.' J;er.s~theyaff~ct·grbilp processes.in.problem solving groups; .

." .......; The·',' first ,study,: by Wijoj'o:, ·.loOked at'theeffeetsofaltruistic'moti~es
and'group cohesionof productivity. Using ashis subjects 60 youth mem
bers; Wijojo found out thatthereisafunctional relation between tile degree.'
.ofc()hes~veness of' a 'group and its productivity, and altruistic' or selfish
motives did:not:produce:any' significant. difference on. productivity..How"
ever, productivity wasfoundfoibea function o(the interaction between

..'groupcohesivenessand motive condition;34, . ... ' .' ,." ., .. . ,'.

· ·."·'·'TWo:oth~t~tu~ies fbcusedon cohesion. Tagazaexamined committee
.... .: cohesiveness in five .charactei-~buildlpg agencies in .Manila.:She tried to iden-

· ~tify.faCtors.associated with the increase or decrease of cohesivehess. Attend- .
.' ance.inmeetings,degreeofinterest in the committeeand roles performed-in

" .' ...the .committee wete~ found. ~t()·..havea.very high .correlation wi·t·h.:cohesion.3 s.'·
,'.Nissanka, on' the Other hand-studied tenformalstudentorganizations at the

'VJ> Dillman Campus to establish whether group cohesion inhibitsinteraction
among groups; Using-leadersofuniversity student organizations as his sub" .

· 'jec1;s', his study indicated thatgroupcohesion does not inhibit interaction'
········b,etween·:groups in :th.e community-.·The more.cohesive groups in fact tend

';.' 'tobe.more.interactive than those which were less cohesive.P 6.. .,. ,..' , ." .

.,StUd.ies origroup cohesio~'tendedt6 have diffe~ent subjects and .their
... analysis alsodifferedaccordingly, While the Wijojostudy used the' individual
. as.' theunitof:analysis;Tagilza used 'committees, and Nissanka..student orga- . • .
:nizations. Giventhislackof parallelismamong the units of analysis and the

.. respondents Of these three studies, no meaningful generalization cm,lldbe
,mad~ori.thes~findings;·· .:' .' .
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Another thesis on group interaction at the UP Diliman Campus had for
its respondents wives of faculty members, clerical workers and laborers. Lilia
Torres-Arbues' masteral thesis on .human ecology and informal groups dis
cussed the influence of geographic distribution, spatial arrangement and
density on the. formation of informal groups and leadership choices in

· certain.. areas of the Diliman campus. The following independent variables
were. considered: occupational class, family reiationships, spouses' employ
ment conditions, age, home ownership and length of service. Among her
findings are that ecology does affect-the formation .of informal groups and
the choices of task and instrumental leadership. There were more choices for
expressive leaders in lower socio-economic classes than in the upper classes..

· Task instrumental leaders tend to come from ,31~51 age groups and have
shorter periods of service in the University but have longer actual residence

, in the area. Informal group formation is influenced by age of residents anti
• the spatial distributionof houses.:' 7

Two researches on the performance. of problem-solving groups, both
using the "Lost on the Moon" test, are also among the empirical studies in
this area. One of these is Jinah Tayao's paper which assesses the effect of :
friendship among members of a group and group size on problem-solving
group performance. Using 90 male and female undergraduate U.P. students
as-subjects, this study revealed that group performance is better than indi
vidual performance' if the' group is composed of six as compared to three
members. Moreover, groups composed of friends also perform better than
those whose members are not friends. 3 8

Using a similar test, the other study by Williams sought to compare the
performance of Filipino groups with American groups. The Filipino group
Was composed of 61 Filipino graduate students from four different U.P.

· classes and disciplines. The American group, on the other hand, had as mem-
• bers 148 upper level managers of small businesses. The study showed that,

'. among the Filipinos, the groups instructed to use conflict in solving the
problem did better than those which did not have the same -instruction..

Comparing American and Filipino groups, the study, disclosed that
American group performance was much better than those of its individual
members while a Filipino group achieved less when individual performance

· was compared to group performance."? Williams cautioned thatthevalidity
of these cross cultural comparisons may be questioned because of such issues
as the comparability of the two groups used, the Western bias infused in ,the
test and the extent to which the simulated problem-solving situation used in
the test may be very different from real-life situations." 0 '

The methodology utilized in these researches varied from structural in
terviews (Torres), questionnaire (Nissanka), a combination of questionnaire,
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examination of agency records and minutes of meetings (Tagaza), to memo.
bers' self-rating (Wijojo) and in the case of the problem-solving groups,ex-
perimental designs (TayaoandWilliams). . . . . .

.,' . . :" .' " .

Group Dyna'mi~~ as,Traini~gMethodology. There is a growing' trend for,
. group dynamics to be adopted as part of executive development programs.
, ,. Two ofthe better known programs are DAP's Career Executive Service Deve- '

lopment Program (CESDP) for· top government administrators and the
program offered by the Philippine Executive Academy for public and busi
.ness.executives. Group dynamics.isused as one of the training methodologies

-, in both. programs. Describing the CESDP,Ancog explains that the program
stresses the need for participants to be "authentic persons." Self-awareness
is fostered through. a number of exercises and "mirrors" of self are fed back

: upon the requestofparticipants. 4 1 .InfhePhilippine Executive Academy"
Fabella cited the introduction of sensitivity training 'in its Eighth Session.
This module was to enable membersof theexecutivepanel to achieve better
teamwork and cooperation, Barriers to cooperation and teamwork were re" ..

. duced by allowing mernbers to talk aboutthemselves under the guidance of
professional psychiatrists andpsychologists," 2· .

. A twenty-one dayt~aining program.forFull-Time OutreachWork~rs
(l"TOW) of familyplanning programs used group dynamics as its .primary.
training .methodology. .Samonteriescribes how the wholeprogram stressed
the trainee-centered experiential approach. Group ,dynamicswasus~din al-'
most-all of the modules. .In the .Human Relations and ,CommuniCations·
module; it was used specifically as abasic ,tool which.sought.toincrease self
awareness, clarify values, and affirmone's.commitment to the philosophy Of
service." 3 .... ... . ..

. , .In a, ~esearch .'on socialprocesses.within training groups, Torres studied.'
the-effect oftraining On personality and attitudes using as subjects three .
different groups, namely: 34 male participants of the Philippine Executive:
Academy, 20 college students, and 11 provincial health officers. With the use
of Shoestrom'aPersonality Orientation Inventory (POI) scale, Torres dis
closed that analyses of post. training scores ofall three groups indicated that
graduate studentshad'higher scoreson inner-directedness, executives were
more time competent arid. the health office is scored highest on the outer
directedness scale. Torres interpreted these post: training scores as suggestive
of the occupational factors-at play withinthe group.vl'hus, she attributed the

. highouter-orientedness of the health officers to the fact thatthey deal large- : ..
ly with the public, while executives; the most mature of the subjects, have to
manage their time .better, She 'also noted that.regardless of trainer differences

, between groups and. heterogeneity of group composition; training led' to
"similareffects acrossgroups," 4 . ,
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In another article Sajo describes the experience of a government bureau
in Its first attempt to use sensitivity training, as one of the methods for its
training program on "Ethics in the Public Service." Post-program evaluation
showed that participants.felt that sensitivity training combined' with lectures;

,workshops, and forum discussions was effective in attaining desired results.
Three of the 22 who offered suggestions to improve the course asked .that

,sensitivity sessions be lengthened." 5' ,

Samonte, for her part.found but in .her study that group dynamics as
a training methodology interacts with three major variables: the characteris
tics and competence of the trainor, characteristics 'and experiences of the
trainee and the kind of exercises used. This documentation of a Filipino
group's experience highlights the consideration of Filipino values and the
need to use the local language and to provide for longer time for self-dis
closure.f ?

These evaluative researches utilized data gathering techniques such as
" the questionnairesfor participants, post 'and ongoing training evaluation re

ports and interviews with trainors and persons involved in training, and the
use of the Personal Orientation Inventory scale. These studies indicate the
growing popularity of the use of sensitivity training in government as well
as in business. Clearly, the use of these training methodologies has been
largely dependent upon Western assumptions and techniques. The awareness
of the need to adapt these techniques to Filipino social realities and per
sonality structures is emerging, according to the Samonte study,

Effects ofExperiential Groups on Individuals. Studies on the effects of
group' experiences on individuals comprise, the bulk of the masteral theses
reviewed for this paper. These theses were presented to the graduate school

, of the Ateneo University for masteral degrees eitherin psychology or educa
tion. Of the materials reviewed, these studies appear to be the more homoge
neous set of. works on-group dynamics. Their homogeneity stem from their
shared theoretical base and their commonattempt to test the effect of group
dynamics on the individual's self-concept or other personal skills, their use
of similar research methodologies for measuring the impact of group dyna-

,mics ,on the individual,and even in the, consistency of the general trend of'
,their findings about the changes in a person's view of himself and his capa-

cities afterunder~oing group dynamics. ,0:-

. . ..
, ,

Methodologically,these studies use similar approaches. They employ
the' experimental design and standard psychological tests, the latter usually

,'in, English; to measure differenceshetween, the pre and post tests scores
among groups. These differences are then analyzed for statistical significance
to eliminate the possibility of change as an explanation for whatever discre
pancies may be seen in the individual scores in the control and experimental
groups.
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Diria Lavoie's thesis represents the more-elaborately-carried out type of .
these studies. Using three-groups of 30 females each from a homogeneous
population of-college seniors; 'teachers and nuns, this research employed a
battery of tests-to measure personality changes in her subjects. Among tpe
tests used were: Differential Aptitude test, Verbal and Abstract Reasoning
form, the Individual Semantic Differentialtest developed purposely for the
'study,' "Final Questionnaire," the POI scale which was the .mainmeasuring

. tool used.i.the Sixteen. Personality Factor questionnaire, theGordonPer-.
sonality Profile and the Gordon. Personal Inventory. Data from the scores
allowed. the researcher to confirm two hypotheses. First,. for .groups that

. underwent the sensitivity. training laboratory.vthere was a 'transformation
towards self-actualization; Secondly, this' change is significantly greater .
for those groups that.underwent the Sensitivity Training Laboratory as com- ..
pared to a simple live-in experience: However.ithehypothesis that the change
is. permanent and that an older group will experience a 'greater change was
not confirmed." 7 . •

. Using asimilar~ppr6ach; Clavano studied the differ~n~ebetweenlive-in
and 'non-live-in sessions. in group dynamics. Since the respondents were.
potential grassroots leaders; .the test instruments were-all-translated into
Tagalog. The hypothesis that' participants 'who' underwent both group dyna
.mics and live-in experiences perceived greater changes than those who tinder-

. went either one or the other was confirmed. In the case of four specific
skills-ranalytical, decision-making, flexibility, and communication-rno statis
tically significant results' were observed. Possible explanations were: (1) test
instruments were not sen,sitive to the changes brought about by the. grOUP

'. dynamics or the live-in experiences or both; (2) participants needed an ex-
tended period to enable. them to rate themselves according to the perceived.
change; and (3) group dynamicsor live-in experiencesdo notaffect the skills
considered.t " In another study using thePurdue Non-Language Test and the
Tennessee Self-Concept' Scale, Salvacion Abelarde-Mauleon found out that '..
self-concept can be positively affected by specific conditions and experiences'
under the group dynamics approach." 9 .' . ,.' .'. • '.'

'. An earlier study was Agne~Gonzales'exploratory research on the-effect
of sensitivity training groups op. respondents' abilities. She utilized the-Per

.sonal Orientation Inventory Scale together'with .the Interpersonal Relation
ship Rating Scale.' Her ', subjects were 58 freshmen. business graduate students

.who were divided into six groups oLIO participants each. Another. group of .
. ·19 students served as the control group. The study concludedthatright after.

the T-group experience; significant differences between the experimental and
control groupswere observed along. five dimensions: (i) ability to react'
spontaneously and be one's self; (2) ability to accept.aggression and anger in .
one's self as natural; (3)ahility. to be independent and self-sufficient; (4)'
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ability to ac~eptone's sEM; and (5) ability' totransce~d dichotomies of life
and see them as meaningfully related. S 0

'. In the field 'ofeducation, three theses submitted tothe Ateneo graduate
school examined the· effects of group dynamics on teachers and student
groups..

Teresita Lara's thesis measured the change in orientation of 33 second-
.ary level teachers in three La Union and Ilocos Sur Catholic schools. Using a
quasi-experimental design, the study' disclosed that the group sessions
changed the value orientation of the participants. The direction of the
change was from' individualistic to lineal or collateral orientations from

. . .' '.
_ being past-oriented to being more .present-oriented, from subjugation to

nature to mastery over nature, from being task-oriented to being more per:
son-oriented. Moreover, five months after the group sessions, the changewas
still evident. 5 I . . . .

: . .. . ..

Stephanie QUiban's thesis described changes in communication skills
through the use of group dynamics. With a group.of 13 participants of grade'
school teachers of St. Joseph Collegeassubjects, her study showed that nine
out of 13 participantshave perceived growth in communication skills. S 2. . ". .

Purcell's study also used the Personality Orientati~n Inventory and the
Sixteen Factor Questionnaire on 54' graduate 'students of the Ateneo de
Manila. His research showed that there was an increased sensitivity, ability to
manage feelings, more positive attitudes towards others and increasedinterde-·
pendence after the session. Personal growth and development and improve- .
ment in interpersonal communications were effected by the intensive group
experience, with the changes still sustained even after three months. 53. . " .

., .

Researches' on experiential groups may be characterized as being
• dependent on Western measures which the researchers seem to have accept-

, ed as valid for Filipino respondents. With the exception of one-study which
translated tile research instrument into Tagalog, there seems to have been no
attempt to validate the socio-psychological measures originally developed in
other countries which were used in these studies. In one study where no
statistically significant findings were generated, the researcher attributed this
.tothe inability of the test to capture changes brought about by the experi
ence. Whether this was because the instrument did not capture nuances of
local behavior was not clear.

. Given this methodological Iimitation, and the caveat that should go
with it, the results of studies reviewed on experiential groups suggest that:

•

. ". . '. .
(1) Participation in experiential groups, especially those conducted as

live-in. experiences,' improved thepartidpants' self-concept, self-actualiza
tion, capacity to relate to others and communication skills; and
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(2) The permanence of the changes in 'individual skills-was notascer-: .>

tamedalthough in some groups .this effect was still evident after three to. five· .
.' months. . . .. . '.

Assessing all the empirical studies, the review oftesearche~ reveals that:
. , .' '" .

(1) Problem-solving group processesh~ve 'been studied intheiocal set
ting, usually with naturally occurring groups. Ho.weve~,: studies c~veredin··
this review do not seem to indicate a clear trend about these processes. This .
may be. because they tend to focus on variousaspectsof different group pro"
cesses. Also, there were less materials avaiiable on problem-solving groups'
compared with experiential groups for this review; .: " '
'..

(2) Sensitivity training is accepted as a functional training methodology
among trainors in·government and the. business sectors.' The morediscrimina- ..
ting trainor may, however, acknowledge that this-methodology must be ..

· adapted to local realities, temperament and management styles. Evaluation
of training programs to establish howthis adaptation can bem.oreefficiently
done has been initiated and there are strong indications that sustained in-.

.~rest·in this area-willbemaintainedjand. . . .: . . . "

. Concluding Comments: .EilipinoCulture and GroupDynamics . .'

As a method of liber~ting'the individual.fromsocially createdr~presslve....
. 'forces throughtheuseof small group processes.igroup dynamics islargelyo( .

Western origin. Its adoption here has ushe/e'd inmore systematicaccounts of'
its .uses in training sessionsaswellas in experieritiala~dproblem-solving~cti~..•.. , .

.vities, Do these. developments indicate' that group dynamics respond well to.
· elements arid character of the local culture?' 'Could the.positiveoutcome .bt··
. >the. studies "on Filipino·groupssuggest 'thatcultulal barriers have ibeen.

hurdled in the use 'Df,this technique whichcould-touch thecore~qfth~ .
r1hlippine ch~racter? '. . ' .'. . ..'. ",'" ..

'''\"

. . .. ' It .is.worthwhile tonot~thatBulataoand'Moranhadassurriedthat theIr·· .
'. version of the Self-DiscoverY'~Seniina:r«SDS);.,aSan .experiential group, is an . •
· "attempt-to: adopftl1e T-group t()localphi1ippihec~'nditionsw~ere:thelong' .

••••
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training needed for trainors is wanting arid where some structure seems
necessary at least in the beginning in order to keep the group going. ,,5 4 The
adaptation to the local setting, which makes the SDS differentfrom its West
ern counterpart, appears to be the more structured approach.

Beyond these forms of adjustments, more fundamental questions about
the relevance of group dynamics to Filipino culture may be raised. To what
extent has our understanding of the processes. of Filipino groups been en
lightened by indigenous concepts such as hiya or kapwa?

The attraction of group processes among social scientists is that they
capture at once the interplay of culture and personality. Thus, the function
ing of Filipino groups mirrors the broader culture and social system which
impinge on them. Are. indigenous concepts underlying this. culture consi- .
dered in the theoretical formulations that underlie empirical researches in
this field?' .

The Filipino's concern for others arid his regard for them in group
affairs must be explained in the light of how the culture defines this web of
relations. Bulataodefines the Filipino's concept of hiya as a "painful emo
tion arising from a relationship with an authority figure or with society in
hibiting self-assertion in a situation perceived as dangerous to one's ego."55

In the 'absence of such an inhibition, walang hiya, results in "a reckless-
. ness regarding the social expectations of society, an inconsideration for the
feelings of others, an absence of sensitivity to the censures of authority or
scciety. ,,56 In describing the type of personality that is predisposed to react'
with hiyo, Bulatao .explains that is the unindividuated ego whose "security
is found not within itself but within the group to which it is bound, (and) it
does not let go of the group's approval. ,,57 This individual is so embedded.
in his own social group that he will always want to seek refuge and security

. in .what is familiar to him. Once he feels that his family'ssupport is with
drawn, he feels threatened and anxious and may be unable to stand on his
own to solve his problems.58

Bulatao's reading of the restrictions that operate on the Filipino per
sonality explains why he sees group dynamics as a means through which the.
Filipino ego may be emancipated to become .a mature individual .who
transcends. the level of' hiya, is sensitive to the feelings of others and yet
autonomous in his .own right. It will take anotherform of group experience
'to develop a substitute for the family 'as a traditional group base.

. Another relevant concept which defines' the Filipino's norms of social
interaction is kapwa. Enriquez defines kapwa as the unity of "self" and
"others," a recognition of shared identity. Elaborating on this concept, he
explain8paki~ipagkapwa as "accepting and dealing with the other person as
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.'.~nequaL·" Tl1e.coirlpanYpre~ident~dtheelerk in in office may not have an
. equivalent role, status orincomebut the Filipino waydemands and imple-

-. ments 'the idea that they treat one another as fellow human beings (kapwa- i

· . tao). This means a regard for the dignity' and being of others. Aside fromthe .
.·.socio~psydlOlogicll1 dimensions; pakikipagkapwa has amoral' and normative .:
": aspect asavaltieandpaninindigan (convictionj.! 9 .' . "

· ... "Supplementing. the' concept ,ofkapw~"is.the •. hierarchy..ofsocialiI1kr~· ."
actions.iconceptsrevealed .from the Iocallanguage.v'I'he.way a-person reacts

·to and is regarded. by another person may differdependingontheirmutual
'perception of their' relationships. At le~st eight modes andlevelsof.social

'. interactions representing different degrees ofInterpersonal relations have"
been established by Santiago and Enriquez.'.These are:' •.. ....

.'.: -: '.

, .. :.
.:,.......

> •••• " •••••• s : .' .

.' L pakikitungo (transaction/civility-with}
··2.. pakikisalamuhaIinteraction with) ..' .
..3. pakikilahok(joining,participatingwith) .

'., 4. p~kikibagaYOnconforinitywith/iIlaccordWith).··
5.:pakikis~Ip.a (getting' along with) ..' ... . '.. >

6.pakikipagpaIagl;\yari/pakikipagp~lagaYlmg-loob '" (being .in: rapport[ .:»: .'
understanding/acceptance.withj.' . . '. . ..... .. ..~ :.

· '. '.:: .7..pakikii~ngkot(gettingiIlv()lv~d)'
8. pakikiisa(being'o!1~with) .. ' . ..:./.:: ...'

. . ,;,-. ',." .. " ','. ',' " .-:.",

. Th~sele~eiS<:ieriote ariUig~bf-,relationshiPs,withthefirstlev~lindic~tihgi....:,··.
'. ". some distance '.' becauseof ther~lativelYuninvdlvedstanc.e,o(thepeI"sons.in~':'
teracting'and~helast le\Te,lsuggestihg.a e9I1lplete:ll~mony iii that ~he:tjVo:
persons-are .illinost,uIlitediIi, their concerns. Among,FilipIn'Q'middle: class-in". '. '.' .

. one province' {Bulacan)'. it .wasrestablished that<behavforatly.;:pakikitur;tgo; :. - >:
· pakikibagayand pakikisamacOnn'o·te.thaftheotl1er personisconsideredan:' '.'
."outsider't.while those~f the.p~ki~ipagpa.lag~YaIlg~160b,an'<ipaklkiis'a l~vels" ':'.: ,.

· are 'viewed as "one.of us." .Asone's behavior and reaction t(j:another.persoIl···, .. •..
in a' dyad or ilIa'grOUP 'will-differ'· aceor:diIl~'t~' the'.l~vet·of interacti'6n, a .~ ".: '.,

.'description. and analysisof ho~ these' levels of interaction a~fedope's·r6Ie,:..
andstatus in groups must be integrated in any attempt.to explainthe,nattlre'

. and dynamics of Filipino group processes, aculturally sensitiveconcern. ..•..

\ .'..

...... '

, ',' .' '. . .'

"'- ........
. : ....." ". .;.". .

" •. '1 ...,'

. Recent works, on Philippine psychology . have vestablished-vthe local ..
language as' a source: ofexplanatoryconcepts forFtlipinosocialpsychology.'.:
To fully develop 'group dynamicsas a social technique firmly rootedoncul
.turallyrelevant concepts, researchers. ohthis topicwillbe.rnaking a major'
.~ontribution if they carrdetermine.ithe influence of.these indigenouscon- .
.cepts on the workings of.groupsGiven.these ranges and levels of social inter-
actionvwhat implications 'do they •have ongroupdynamics? Will role and .

· status ,in groups-differ taccording . to how much ihiya is manifestedvor
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transcended in formalor in inf~rmal position? .. How do group processes deal
with actuations which are consideredwalang-hiya? . .

. . .. i agree with Moran··when he saidthatthe practiti~i1ersof group pr6~es~.'
ses in the Philippines can improve in two areas: thediagnosis of client needs"
and the ·design and implementation of aprogram whichisresponsive to these
needs. 6o .... . . . . . ...

. But before such a diagnosiscanrbe undertaken, there. isa need .to
rethink the basic assumption for reassessing client. needs. There must be a-deli-

. berate and sustained effort to describe and understand th~eulturalrootsof
client needs. For as long as the indigenous elements of' Filipino.social psy-

.. chology-.are riot systematically integrated in our. knowledge of Filipino
groups, theories and 'application of know-how in thisareawill.continuetobe
severely constrained because they, will remain i~relevant to Filipinocoridi-.

·.tions. With more of his indigenous culture be1ng unravelled, the Filipino,' .
social.scientist is :'currently ina better position to reconcile his .culture's

. demands with the prevailing Western social concepts such that the latter. .
would be used to highlight rather than suppress the essence of what is dis-.
tinctively Filipino. ... .
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